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Abstract
An increasingly large number of digital binary images
have been used in everyday life, such as handwriting
signatures captured by electronic signing pads. To prevent
unauthorized used of these signatures, this paper presents a
simple model for binary image steganography. But, for binary
images in which the pixel take on only a limited number of
values, hiding data without causing visible artifacts becomes
more difficult. However, this model hides secret (signature)
message data inside binary cover signature image, depending
on boundary bits manipulation technique.
The performance of the proposed model has been
successfully tested by computer simulation and the results
are presented both quantitavely and qualitatively. Robustness
tests have been applied to the proposed model according to
test methodology.

انخالصت
نقذ أصبخ عذد انصىس انشقًٍت انثُائٍت ٌتزاٌذ فً استعًاالث انحٍاة انٍىيٍت
ِ ونكً ًَُع االستخذاو انًزٌف نهز.كانتىاقٍع انًكتىبت ٌذوٌا وانًىقعت انكتشوٍَا
 ونكٍ أخفاء.انتىاقٍع فاٌ هزا انبحث ٌقذو ًَىرج بسٍط نإلخفاء نهصىسة انثُائٍت
ٌانبٍاَاث داخم انصىس انثُائٍت انتً تأخز عُاصشها قٍى يحذدة ٌصبخ صعبا بذو
 نزا يقذو هزا انبحث ًَىرج ٌقىو بإخفاء بٍاَاث انتىقٍع انسشي داخم.ظهىس عٍىب
 وقذ تى.انصىسة انثُائٍت نتىقٍع انغطاء باالعتًاد عهى تقٍُت انتعايم يع بتاث انحذود
بُجاح تقٍٍى انًُىرج انًقتشح يٍ خالل انًحاكاة بانحاسىب وتى تقذٌى انُتائح كًا
 وتى تطبٍق اختباساث قىة انبقاء عهى انًُىرج انًقتشح وفقا نًُهجٍت اختباس.وَىعا
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1. Introduction
As digital media are getting wider popularity, their security related
issues are becoming a greater concern; one central issue is confidentiality,
which is typically achieved by encryption. However, as an encrypted
message usually flags the importance of the message, it also attracts
cryptanalysts interests [1].
Steganography is the art and science of communication in a way
which hides the existence of the communication. Steganography has a
different flavor from encryption, its purpose is to embed a piece of critical
information

in

a

non–critical

host

message

(e.g.,

WebPages,

advertisements, etc.) to distract opponent's attention. One less confusing
name for Steganography would be data hiding. It should be understood
that steganography is orthogonal to encryption, and it may be combined
with encryption to achieve a higher level of security [1].
The goal of a secure steganographic method is to prevent an
observant intermediary from even obtaining knowledge of the mere
presence of the secret data. The two necessary conditions of secure
steganography are [2]:
1- Key remains unknown to attacker.
2- The attacker does not know the actual cover.
Steganography

is

divided

into

three

main

types:

pure

steganography, secret key steganography, and public key steganography.
A steganography system that does not require prior exchange of some
secret information is a pure steganography. In a secret key steganography
system the sender chooses a cover and embeds the secret message into it
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using secret key. Public key steganography systems require the use of two
keys, one private and another public. Whereas the public key is used in
the embedding process, the secret key is used to reconstruct the secret
message [3].
An increasingly large number of digital binary images have been
used in everyday life. Handwriting signatures captured by electronic
signing pads are digitally stored and are being used as the records for
credit card payment by many department stores. Word processing
software like Microsoft Word allows a user to store his/her signature in a
binary image file for inclusion at specified locations of a document. The
documents signed in such a way can be sending directly to a fax machine
or be distributed across a network [4].
The unauthorized used of a signature, such as copying it onto an
unauthorized payment, is becoming a big concern. In addition a variety of
important documents, such as social security records, insurance
information, and financial documents, have also been digitized and
stored. Because it is easy to copy and edit digital images via software
tools, the annotation and authentication of binary images as well as the
detection of tempering are very important.
Most prior works on image data hiding are for color or grayscale
images in which the pixels may take on a wide range of values. For those
images, changing pixel values by a small a mount is generally
unnoticeable under normal viewing conditions. This property of human
visual system plays a key role in watermarking of perceptual media data
[5]. For images in which the pixel take on only a limited number of
values hiding data without causing visible artifacts becomes more
difficult.
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In particular flipping white or black pixels that are not on the
boundary is likely to introduce visible artifacts in binary images. Several
methods for hiding data in specific types of binary images have been
proposed in literature. These previously proposed approaches either can
not be easily extended to other binary images, or can only embed a small
amount of data [6].

2. Proposed Model: Simple Model for Binary Image
Steganography
The proposed model is divided into two sides: Hiding side and
extracting side.

2.1

Hiding (Embedding) Side
Hiding side of this model is shown in figure (1)

Entering
Secret
Signature

Hiding Secret
Signature inside Cover
Signature using Bits
Manipulation

Convert
into Binary
Format

Stego Signature
Data

Convert Format
to Image

Stego Signature
Image
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Figure (1) Block Diagram of Hiding Side for Simple Binary
Image Steganography Model
2.1.1 Entering and Converting Secret Signature into Binary
Form
The secret signature is a group of characters and decimal numbers.
At this process secret signature is entered to the model with size not more
than the cover signature size. The secret signature can be converted to
binary form file by considering each character consists of eight bits. Then
taking the ASCII value for this character. After that, divide the ASCII
value by two with neglecting the fractions after decimal point. If the
result before neglecting the fractions equals the result after it, then the
binary value is zero, otherwise the binary value is one. This procedure
can be better clarified in algorithm (1).
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Algorithm (1) Converting Secret Signature into Binary Form File

Input: Secret signature (group of letters and decimal numbers)
Output : Binary form file
while not end of secret signature
{
1- Read a character
for ( 1→8 ) Do
{
2- Gets ASCII value of character
3- Divide ASCII value by 2
4- Take the integer value of step 3
5- If (result of step 3 = result of step 4)
Algorithm (1) Continued
Binary value = 0
else
Binary value = 1
6- Put ASCII value = result of step 4
7- Put binary value at output file
} end for
} end while
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2.1.2 Hiding (Embedding) Secret Signature inside Cover Signature
Image using Boundary Bits Manipulation
The idea of this technique is bits manipulation. A window (block of
3-bits) is taken from hiding cover signature file, with each bit of secret
signature. The process of hiding is shown in figure (2), in which all
probabilities (23 = 8) are covered.

Secret Signature

Cover Signature

Output Block

Bits

Block

(Stego Cover Signature
Block)
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Figure (2) The Idea of Hiding (Embedding) Technique Using 3Boundary Bits Manipulation. Black Represent 0 and White
Represent 1
The secret signature bits and cover signature block are compared,
new blocks are inserted at stego cover file depending on idea of figure
(2).The secret signature bits and the blocks of cover signature blocks are
remained with no change. This technique can be clarified at algorithm (2).

Algorithm ( 2) Hiding (Embedding) Secret Signature Inside
Cover Signature Image using Boundary Bits Manipulation

Input : 1- Binary cover image file
2- Binary secret signature file
Output : Stego signature data file
While not end of (input file (1))
{
While not end of (input file (2))
{
1- Read block from input file (1)
2- While (block = 000 or 010 or 101 or 111)
{
Read another block from input file (1)
}
1- Read bit from input file (2)
2- If bit = 0 and block=001
Put block = 001 at output file
If bit = 0 and block = 011
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Algorithm (2) Continued
Put block = 001 at output file
If bit = 0 and block = 100
Put block = 100 at output file
If bit = 0 and block = 110
Put block = 100 at out put file
If bit = 1 and block = 001
Put block = 011 at output file
If bit = 1 and block = 011
Put block = 011 at output file
If bit = 1 and block = 100
Put block = 110 at output file
If bit = 1 and block = 110
Put block = 110 at output file
} end while
3- Read block from input file (1)
4- Put block at output file
} end while
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2.1.3 Convert Stego Cover Data into Image Format
It is technique of concatenating image header with (stego image data
after conversion into characters). This process can be shown in algorithm
(3).

Algorithm (3) Convert Stego Signature Data into Image Format

Input : Stego signature image data file
Output : Stego signature image
1- Concatenate header bytes at beginning of output file
while not end of input file
{
2- Read a datum from input file.
3-Convert a datum into a characters
6- Put the character at output file
} end while
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2.2

Extracting side

Extracting side of this mode is shown in figure (3).
Stego Signature image

Extracting Secret
Signature using
Boundary Bits
Manipulation

Binary Form of Secret
Signature

Convert Format into
Characters

Extracted Secret
Signature

Figure (3) Block Diagram of Extracting Side for Simple
Binary Image Steganography Model
2.2.1 Extracting Secret Signature using Boundary Bits Manipulation
The idea of this technique depends on number of zeros and number
of ones in each block. A window (block of 3–bits) is taken from stego
cover signature file. If the number of contiguous zeros in block is even,
then put zero in output file (secret signature data file). If the number of
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contiguous ones in block is even then put one in output file. The process
of extracting is show in figure (4).
Stego Cover

Output

Signature Block

(Secret Signature Bit)

Neglect this block

1

Neglect this block

Neglect this block

0

1

0

Neglect this block
Figure (4) The Idea of Extracting Technique Using 3-Bit
Manipulation. Black Represents 0 and White Represents 1.
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The process which is described at figure (4), will be continued until
last block of stego cover signature file. This technique can be clarified at
algorithm (4).

Algorithm (4) Extracting Secret Signature Data Using
Boundary Bit Manipulation
Input : Stego cover signature in binary form
Output : Secret Signature data (bits)
While not end of input file
{
1- Read block from input file
2- While ( block = 000 or 010 or 101 or 111)
{
Read another block from input file
}
3- While ( block = 001 or 100 or 011 or 110 )
{
count number of 0 and 1's
}
4-If number of zeros in block is even
put 0 in output file
5-If number of ones in block is even
put 1 in output file
} end while
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2.2.2 Convert Binary Secret Signature into Secret Signature
Characters
At this technique every eight bits of binary secret signature are
converted into a character. These characters are the original secret
signature. This process can be clarified in detail by algorithm (5).

Algorithm (5) Converting Binary Secret Signature Into Secret
Signature Characters

Input : Binary secret signature file
Output: Secret signature characters (Original secret signature)
While not of input file
{
1- Read ( 8 ) bits of input file
2- Value = first bit × 128 + second bit × 64 + third bit × 32 +
fourth bit × 16 + fifth bit × 8 + sixth bit × 4 + seventh bit × 2
+ eighth bit

3- Signature character = ASCII of ( value in step2 )
4- Put signature character at secret signature output file
} end while
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3- Results:
The test samples of cover signature images are shown in table (1):

Table (1) Test Samples of Cover Signature Images
Sample Name

Size (KB)

Dimension

Attributes

Sample5.bmp

5.95

316×150

1-bit Binary

Sample7.bmp

139.8

316×151

1-bit Binary

The test secret signature samples are shown in table (2):

Table (2) Test Secret Signature Sample
Sample Name

Signature

Secret5

( 50!10H )

Secret6

( ac90/bmn33 )

The comparison between original signature image stego signature
image with embedded and extracted secret signature of the proposed
model is shown in figure (5). At figure (5) the sample of cover signature
image is (sample5.bmp) (described at table (1)), and the embedded secret
signature is secret5 (described at table (2)).
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(a)
Original Signature Image (Sample5.bmp)

(b)
Stego Signature Image

50!10H
H

(c)

Embedded and Extract Secret Signature (Secret5)
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Figure (5) Continued

Embedding places

(d)
Embedding positions
Figure (5) Proposed Model Comparison between (a) Original
Signature Image and (b) Stego Signature Image with (c) The
Embedding and Extracted Secret Signature (d)Embedding Positions.

The calculated results of the proposed model are shown at table
(3).
Table (3) Calculated Results of the Proposed Model

Model Type

erms %

SNRms(dB)

Time ( sec )

Time ( sec )

Required for

Required for

Embedding

Extracting

0.54

0.45

Simple Model
for Binary
Image

0.0034

47.107

Steganography
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4. Tests
Johnson et al. [7] revealed that for each steganography and
watermarking tool, a series of test were conducted to determine weather
the hidden information could be detected and recovered.
The following tests are done in order to measure the survivability
of this work.

4.1 Conversion Test
Using the proposed model with 1-bit test sample (described at table
(1) and different secret signatures (described at table (2)), the stegocover
signature is converted from 1-bit to 8-bit or 24-bit image. The embedded
secret signature has not been detected, and it could be recovered.

4.2 Processing Test
Using the proposed model with different secret signature
(described at table (2)), the stego cover is compressed using (ACDsee
software) and then decompressed. The embedded secret signature has not
been detected, but it could not be recovered.

5. Conclusions
The results have shown that the proposed model may successfully
be used as binary image steganography system, with following points to
be discussed:
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1- The hiding bandwidth is limited in the proposed model, as shown
in figure (6).

ac90/bmn33
(a)

(b)

Effect of limiting
bandwidth

(c)

Figure (6) the effect of Hiding Bandwidth (a) Secret Signature
(b)Original Cover Signature Sample (7) (c) Stego Cover with the
Proposed Model
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2- The idea of hiding technique in proposed model depends on 3-bits
block (window). The choice of 3-bits is used in order to reduce the
number of probabilities in algorithms (2 and 4). These probabilities
are shown in figures (2 and 4).
3- The idea of algorithms (2 and 4) and figures (2 and 4) is that:
Adding boundary black pixel to group of black pixels has no effect,
and deleting boundary black pixel from group of black pixels has
no effect on human visual system.
4- The tests have been revealed that the survivability of secret
signature is poor.
5- The implementation of proposed model showed that there
important factors must be taken in consideration such as:
a. Type of cover signature image.
b. Size of secret signature.
c. Block (window) size.
d. The position of changing black pixel.
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